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LeanXcale is an integral 
ultra-scalable big data 
management platform. 

LeanXcale provides a full ACID database that 
can scale in any dimension an enterprise might 
need (the three Vs of Big Data) in terms of data 
Volume (to terabytes), data Velocity (to million 
transactions per second) and data Variety (SQL, 
key-value, graphs, documents, Hadoop files, 
event streams). 
The main distinctive feature of LeanXcale with 
respect to existing products is that it provides 
an ultra-scalable highly available full SQL and 
full ACID database. 

It is able to do so thanks to a radical new ap-
proach (with a patent filed) to process transac-
tions that enables to reach very large update 
transaction rates (e.g. a million update transac-
tions per second).            

LeanXcale provides also added value by inte-
grating its ultra-scalable transactional technol-
ogy with other data management techniques 
such as key-value data stores, graph databases, 
document oriented databases, etc.
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What is LeanXcale



Today companies require agile business analyt-
ics. Companies lose a lot of agility because they 
use two different kinds of database systems for 
their data management. They use transaction-
al SQL databases (On Line Transactional Pro-
cessing – OLTP) for their production database 
to guarantee that data is consistent despite 
failures and concurrent updates relying on full 
ACID transactions. At the same time, On Line 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) technology (i.e., 
data warehouses) is used to run their analytical 
queries. These queries are heavy and require 
traversing lots of data. 

LeanXcale provides 
an ultra-scalable full 
ACID and full SQL 
database
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Because these two databases are different 
systems, it is required to copy the data from 
the OLTP database to the OLAP database in a 
complex and expensive process called Extract-
Transform-Load or ETL. This process is very 
expensive, ETLs are estimated to be 80% of the 
cost of doing business analytics, what is a total 
nonsense. 

Business Analytics

The cost of ETLs



LeanXcale thanks to its ultra-scalable transac-
tional processing system blends the two worlds 
into a single database delivering Real-Time Big 
Data Analytics, that is, answering analytical 
queries over the current operational company’s 
data in a real-time manner saving the cost and 
overhead of today’s infrastructure based on 
ETLs.

LeanXcale provides 
a full ACID HBase, 
combining its 
scalability with full 
ACID transactional
consistency

But most importantly, they reduce business 
agility in many cases because analytics cannot 
be performed over the real-time data.
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What is even worse, this process requires care-
fully planning so it does not interfere with the 
OLTP database. It also requires to plan for con-
tingencies for those cases in which the ETL 
process fails to complete in the time window it 
should be performed (e.g. by night). 
Moreover, the data used for the analytics is not 
the latest one but, typically a copy from the pre-
vious day. That is, ETLs are not only expensive, 
but they also create many organizational head-
aches. 
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LeanXcale removes the two major pains intro-
duced by polyglot persistence. On one hand, 
LeanXcale is integrating its ultra-scalable trans-
actional management with different NoSQL 
data stores. LeanXcale provides a full ACID 
HBase, combining its scalability with full ACID 
transactional consistency. 

LeanXcale provides 
ultra-scalable full 
ACID  holistic 
transactions across 
NoSQL data stores 
and SQL tables
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LeanXcale is also currently integrating Mon-
goDB (the leader document-oriented data store) 
and Neo4J (the leader graph database). There-
fore, LeanXcale platform will provide consistent 
polyglot persistence across the major NoSQL 
data stores. 

Many companies resort to different data man-
agement technologies such as NoSQL (e.g. 
key-value data stores, document-oriented data 
stores and graph databases), traditional SQL 
and/or event processing. The reason for this 
trend, so called polyglot persistence, is that 
some applications require new data models 
(e.g. documents or graphs) and specialized que-
ry languages/APIs for them (e.g. graph or docu-
ment query language). However, this approach 
comes with a price. By keeping data on different 
data stores two important properties are lost. 
The first one is data consistency. If a business 
transaction requires updating multiple data 
stores, now data consistency is not guaranteed 
due to the lack of ACID transactions across data 
stores. The second loss is that querying data 
across data stores becomes expensive. It ei-
ther requires 1) moving all the data from all data 
stores to a data warehouse or 2) having to write 
a program to perform the query (as opposed 
to write declaratively the query in SQL, for in-
stance). Companies, therefore, find themselves 
in an uncomfortable position.

Two separate databases
The polyglot persistence

LeanXcale combines all in one
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LeanXcale has integrated its technology with 
scalable CEP technology, such as Storm, en-
abling the correlation of massive streams of 
events (e.g. millions of events per second) with 
our ultra-scalable SQL database by means of 
arbitrary SQL statements that query and/or 
update the stored data. This feature converts 
LeanXcale in the ideal data management plat-
form to develop M2M and IoT applications with 
the guarantee that scalability of data manage-
ment will not be any more a problem to avoid 
but a feature to leverage and exploit.
Companies are also now embracing the idea of 
Hadoop data lakes to store all their files at an 
affordable price. 
LeanXcale has integrated its OLAP query engine 
with Hadoop files, so by defining the metadata 
and parsing of a Hadoop file the same way one 
would do to exploit them with Hive, now it be-
comes a LeanXcale SQL table that can be que-
ried and correlated with any other LeanXcale 
SQL table. In this way, LeanXcale also integrates 
and simplifies access to Hadoop files. LeanX-
cale is also significantly more efficient than 
map-reduce to query data resulting in a reduc-
tion of the footprint in your data management 
system.

Complex event processing (CEP) has become 
the leading technology in areas such as Ma-
chine-to-Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things 
(IoT) where applications have to deal with 
streaming events or data. Today, CEP technol-
ogy is able to scale event processing. However, 
most applications do not only need to scale 
event processing, but also require correlating 
events with stored data at large rates and/or 
updating stored data with information from the 
events. 

LeanXcale enables 
to correlate events at 
large volumes with
data stored in its 
ultra-scalable database

On the other hand, LeanXcale is integrating its 
SQL engine to enable the execution of queries 
across multiple NoSQL data stores and LeanX-
cale SQL tables. This integration enables to 
write subqueries in the native language/API of 
the data stores and observe the result as SQL 
tables that are queried by a SQL query. 
In this way, LeanXcale is blending the best of 
two worlds, NoSQL and SQL, in a single unified 
data management framework that reduces the 
development and maintenance costs by a high 
percentage.

LeanXcale combines all in one
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